Abstract: Materials which have negative Poisson's ratio are entitled as auxetics. Auxetics can be designed as micro-to macro-sized structures. The use of auxetics in civil engineering structures has been studied only to a limited extent. In this study, a re-entrant medium-size auxetic structure is employed as reinforcement of a reinforced concrete beam. The beam is subjected to static and dynamic loading conditions and then investigated by means of maximum vertical displacements of the beam. Besides, normal stresses and shear stresses of the concrete are also assessed. To interpret the performance of the auxetic reinforcement, obtained results are compared with the results of another beam which has non-auxetic reinforcement. The results show that these structures behave with bending compatibility as expected and due to the negative Poisson's ratio, they led to shear strength increase. Auxetic structures can be employed as reinforcement in a beam. Besides, they can be employed without concrete to increase the shear strength in the case of high shear and impact strength if it is needed.
Introduction


In classical engineering materials applications, if the object is under the effect of the tension in the axial direction, it becomes longer and in the transverse directions, the cross-section becomes thinner. This fundamental mechanical property of the material is known as Poisson's ratio (). For an isotropic material if the axial axis is assumed as x, Poisson's ratio is defined by Eq. (1) . (1) where  x is tensile strain in the axial direction and  y the transverse strain. By the definition, it is always positive and gets values 0~0.5. On the contrary if an auxetic material or structure subjected tension in the longitudinal direction the cross-section becomes thicker or object subjected pressure in the longitudinal direction the cross-section becomes thinner. Thus, Poisson's ratio gets negative values and this property Corresponding author: Tarık Baran, assistant professor, research fields: composite structures, advanced materials, structural engineering and computational mechanics.
is named as auxetic behaviour and introduced for a synthetic foam by Lakes [1] .
There are many types of structures defined as auxetic. These structures can be classified by cell size micro-scale (nm to m), meso-scale (m to cm) and macro-scale (cm to m) by their structure size. Most of researchers have been researching mesoscale structures. Basically, there is a cell which shows auxetic behaviour in the structure and this form repeats all over the structure body (see Fig. 1 ) [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Lim [3] gives another classification by cell structure such 2D and 3D re-entrant structures, chiral structures, rotating rigid units, angle-ply laminates, molecular auxetics, microporous and liquid crystalline and polymer models. Liu and Hu [8] , Yang et al. [4] also used same classification. Smith et al. [9] and Gasper et al. [10] developed new type of auxetic structures.
Developing a new auxetic cellular structure has not been achieved until Cabras and Brun [11, 12] . They showed a systematic analysis of the mechanism of auxetic behaviour. This method emerges that nearly all auxetic structures are known from the literature. Unfortunately, while this method can be successful for 2D structures, in 3D it is not very accurate because identification can be very complex and auxetic behaviour appears in 2D planes.
Auxetic materials can be found in the nature and can be produced with use of the non-auxetic main material of the fibres [13] [14] [15] [16] . For example, polymeric auxetic materials have been produced in the form of foam, fibers and composites. Auxetic microporous polymers is a 2D model of connected network of nodules and fibrils. Because of interconnection of nodules by fibrils, the microporous polymeric foam has got highly auxetic behaviour. Thanks to this observation auxetic structures can reproduce by hinging nodules [17] .
An auxetic fibre was produced by Alderson et al. [18] . They used a thermal processing technique for forming auxetic polypropylene (PP). The necessity of the technique for auxetic fiber production is maintaining the minimum draw ratio. For the fabricating polypropylene fiber, the fiber should be flexible enough to show ability to achieve auxetic behaviour [19] . Thus, for producing the auxetic foam Lakes [1] used copper. Negative Poisson's ratio (NPR) has got a significant role for the definition of the mechanical properties of the auxetic structure. In the mechanics of materials, mechanical properties of materials can be converted each other by use of Poisson's ratio by the following equations:
where, G, the shear modulus, E, the Young's modulus or the elastic modulus, K, the bulk modulus and ν the Poisson's ratio. Most of structural materials are required to have higher G and K. If somehow E remains constant and Poisson's ratio changes, G and K can be tuned to compensate the needs for the application. Since the NPR material has very high G and low K, therefore it is hard to shear the material but easy to deform volumetrically [4] . According to Janus-Michalska [20] , materials with NPR are more elastic and they can easily turn back unloaded form than non-auxetics. However, their highly elastic behaviour, auxetics possesses limited stiffness than material which they made from because their structure needs more voids to allow deformation of ribs and nodules [4] . Owing to material flows into the vicinity of the load, stiffness can be increased. This property creates dense area on the impact zone therefore auxetic hinged structures have got high indentation resistance [7] .
Under plane bending of an auxetic plate it displays synclastic or double curvature. This behaviour is not like the anticlastic curvature of plates made from conventional materials [21] . Synclastic bending of the plate exhibits no damage due to the crimps induced by in-plane buckling. A plate made from conventional material produces a saddle-shaped surface but with use of auxetic material the plate can easily be deformed as dome-shape or double-curved shape [21] . One of the advantages of auxetic structures is high damping capacity. The energy dissipation levels of an auxetic structure may be fifteen times higher than conventional foams and five to six times higher than high density conventional foams. They have also high acoustic absorption levels [9, 16] . Thanks to the pores of the auxetic structures, the material exhibits a variable permeability under pressure and tension. This property can be used for developing smart filter applications and in the field of medical applications [6, 7, 21, 22] .
Auxetic structures and materials have improved properties due to negative Poisson's ratio e.g. advanced plain strain fracture resistance, advanced shear modulus, acoustic response, shock absorbing capacity etc. There are many types of auxetic structure in the literature. Their application areas are very wide [3] . From the first introduction date, auxetic materials are interest of many engineering applications. Impact resistant laminates [8, 23] , microwave absorbers [24] and medical prosthesis applications [22] are important examples at first glance. Viscoelastic damping properties of auxetic materialsare are examined by Chen and Lakes [25] . The cyclic stress-strain behavior of auxetic materials is important in terms of damping, especially since the material has high vibration absorbing properties. In polymeric foam core sandwich constructions, viscoelastic behavior of the foam is expected to play a significant role in the absorption and dissipation of energy, especially during dynamic loading [16, 26, 27] . Vibrating transmission and damping capacity under dynamic loading are important considerations in selecting foam materials for applications where both vibro-acoustic and structural integrity targets need to be met. Combined experimental results on negative Poisson's ratio open celled foams from both a vibration and cyclic fatigue point of view are presented by Scarpa et al. [26] . Under repeated compressive forces, the material has got many advantages in terms of indentation resistance over 100-150 Hz, stability of stiffness under cyclic loading, and damping capacity for energy absorption [18] . The application showing direct auxetic effect is that the auxetic structure is used as a fastener [13] . To remove auxetic fiber samples, three times more energy is required than equivalent positive Poisson's ratio fibers, the NPR sample withstood two times more load. Similar behaviour can also be applied to biomedical intercostal muscle anchors [22] . Different forms of auxetic structures are used in textile industry in two different ways; using auxetic fibres to produce auxetic textile or using conventional fibres to produce textile in auxetic structure pattern [21, 28] . Because of their capacity to resist shocks and to absorb vibrations, auxetic structures can be applicable in aerospace and automotive industry. An auxetic chiral geometry airfoil with morphing characteristic can be used for improving flow conditions, Beam 4 minimizing drag and improving control of aircraft. Besides this, there is no need to flap mechanism [14] . Auxetic structures have high shear modulus and strength, high toughness and great bending compatibility thus they are particularly suitable for sandwich construction applications [29, 30] . Besides aforementioned applications, auxetic structures can be used in area of biomedical, sport and protection [31] [32] [33] . Some type of compressed fibre mats also can exhibit auxetic behaviour. Behaviour of these types of fibre structures were also examined and their mechanic models were developed [34, 35] .
Using of an Auxetic Structure as Reinforcement of a Bending Reinforced Concrete
In this paper, a concrete beam's behaviour is investigated in which it is reinforced with planar re-entrant structure. There is a lack of research in the literature about the application of auxetic structures in civil engineering structures. There is a very high positive potential of this material in civil engineering applications, especially if considering auxetic's high shear resistance, synclastic curvature behaviour, bending compatibility, vibration damping capacity and high indentation resistance. The author thinks that using auxetic structures in vertical frame and shear wall elements will contribute to lateral behaviour and resistance of civil engineering structures. In addition, it is predicted that the confinement effect which increases the concrete strength, will increase due to auxetic behaviour. In this sense, re-entrant structure with steel material properties was used in the study, considering production, material selection and applicability.
Analysis
If a cell considered honeycomb structure in which all elements have positive Poisson's ratio, deformed by rib hinging, the structure will have a new form called re-entrant honeycomb (Fig. 2) . The alignment of the diagonal ribs along the horizontal direction when stretched, causes them to move apart along the vertical direction. This structure is the most familiar auxetic structure and has negative Poisson's ratio.  is effective for negative  as seen from Eq. (5) the auxetic behaviour  must satisfy the following criteria:
In plane mechanical properties of auxetic honeycombs significantly depended on geometric properties of the unit cell [36] . It can be realized that, deformation mechanism of an auxetic structure was obviously different from the mechanism of a conventional honeycomb cell structure. A honeycomb structure has positive Poisson's ratio, vertical axis cells close towards the horizontal axis while stretching the network in the vertical direction. Thus, a positive Poisson's ratio occurs in the structure. On the contrarily, in an auxetic behaviour, while cell stretching vertical direction, vertical axis cells become distant from the horizontal axis. It is observed that the main stresses occur in ribs while joints are unstressed [37] .
After the hinging of the ribs cell form is shown in Fig. 3 . If a single cell is considered and analysed, Poisson's ratio and Young's modulus in the direction of loading are given by Smith et al. [36] .
and the k parameter is
where the h is the half length of the horizontal rib, l is the length of the inclined rib, and t is the thickness of the rib, b is the depth of the cell and E s is the Young modulus of the cell wall material.
In the study, a simple supported reinforced concrete (RC) beam with a length of 5,000 mm and a square-shaped cross-section is modelled using finite element method [38] . One side length of the cross-section is modelled as 626 mm. Auxetic and non-auxetic cells are used as RC beam reinforcement bars. Auxetic reinforcement is modelled on the transverse direction of the beam axis. All reinforcement elements are modelled as linear isotropic frame element and the concrete elements are modelled as linear elastic solid elements. In both models, the reinforcement ratio has been tried to keep as close as possible. Same patterns are used for all faces of the beam (see Figs. 4 
and 5).
Steel material is used to model auxetic and non-auxetic reinforcement bars of which Young Modulus (E) is 200 GPa. In both model steel ribs are used. Each rib's thickness is modelled as 8 mm. In auxetic cell model, l length of the cell is taken as 125 Beam 6 mm and the h parameter is used as 250 mm.  is calculated as -30°. The concrete material's Young Modulus (E) is taken as 24,855 MPa.
Using of an Auxetic Structure as Reinforcement of a Bending Reinforced Concrete
Firstly, the models were analysed without concrete to show auxetic behaviour. Then the models were loaded statically with uniform area loads until reaching the steel yield strength. Finally, an impact load is applied to the beam to examine the dynamic behaviour and the damping of the beam.
Results and Discussions
After axial pressure loading, both model's results can be seen from Figs. 5 to 8. As seen from the figure auxetic behaviour clearly appears. Calculated Poisson's ratio by use of Eq. (6) for one cell is -0.33. Auxetic beam reinforcement dimensionless transverse displacement and longitudinal displacement ratio is calculated as -0.578 and for one cell same ratio is calculated as -0.871.
Concrete material is modelled with use of solid elements. To take an account of the low shear strength of the concrete, the material is accepted as anisotropic. And Shear Modulus (G) of the concrete is taken as 0.3E in all directions. Both models are loaded with the same load from the nodes of the upper surface. This loading is applied to the model from 446 points of the auxetic beam and 130 points of the non-auxetic beam. The loading value is chosen to exceed the yield stress of the steel reinforcement of the beam at any point.
Maximum stress values of steel members and maximum displacement of the beam at mid span are given in Table 1 .
As it can be seen from Table 1 , auxetic reinforced and normal reinforced models perform almost the same vertical displacement. The normal stress on the auxetic equipped model is less than that of the conventional reinforced model. This suggests that auxetic reinforcement is less effective in normal tensile loading. However, auxetic reinforcement bears more shear stress that proofs the high shear strength of the auxetics. This is an important reinforcement behaviour for concrete which has a very low shear strength. Auxetic reinforcement can be more convenient on the side faces of beams.
Although not very high due to the stiffness of the concrete, the auxetic behaviour is seen in following figures (see from Figs. 9a to 11b ). This behaviour causes an extension in the transverse direction while forming axial elongation on the lower face of the beam. The upper face reveals narrowing in the transverse direction when shortening occurs in the axial direction. Behaviour is most clearly observed in the midplane of the beam for this case.
As seen from Figs. 12a and 12b the normal stresses in the concrete are almost the same values in both beams. In the auxetic reinforced beam, a slight variation in the stress distribution is observed with the effect of the reinforcement at the edge regions. When Figs. 13a and 13b are examined, it is seen that the most obvious difference in the behaviour of two different reinforcements is in shear stress distribution. The shear stresses occurring in the concrete are affected by the auxetic reinforcement and are observed very low at the near mid-length of the beam. Auxetic reinforcement has more effect on shear forces in the mid region; it causes the concrete to be exposed to less shear stress at the beam mid-region. The reason for this observation is that the auxetic behaviour is more effective in the middle region due to the distance of the support conditions. Auxetic reinforcement transfers the shear effects to the supports from the shortest path.
In the above literature, it is mentioned that the auxetic structure has high indentation resistance and damping effect. To investigate this effect, the beam is dynamically loaded with an impact load from the middle region and the results are given as vertical displacement time histories of a point at the mid-length. Besides shear stress time histories and normal stress time histories are also given for an element which extracted from the mid-length of the beam. Shear stress diagrams at the mid-plane of the beam showing the maximum effect of the auxetic reinforcement are also given as envelope results of the time-history analysis.
Figs. 14a and 14b show the shear stresses of the concrete at the middle plane. As seen from the figures, the auxetic reinforcement distributes the shear stresses in the concrete without concentrating them in any region. But non-auxetic reinforcement causes intensive shear stress concentration at the beam body.
Following figures present the time history analysis result of the impact loading. Fig. 15 shows vertical displacement history of a node at the mid-section of the beam and it does not depend on the type of the reinforcement very much.
In the following figure, normal and shear stress histories can be seen for a concrete element taken from the loading zone. As seen from Figs. 16a and 16b, the auxetic reinforced beam shear stresses are very small compared to non-auxetic one. On the other hand, normal stresses which are obtained from auxetic reinforced beam are twice that the obtained from the non-auxetic reinforced beam. These results show, the auxetic reinforcement bears shear stresses more than the conventional one.
Conclusion
In this paper, an auxetic structure is used as the reinforcement of a bending beam. And this beam is examined and then compared with non-auxetic reinforced one. At first glance auxetic reinforcement is highly effective in concrete stress distribution. But because of the high rigidity of the concrete auxetic reinforcement does not behave as independent and effects concrete as fully auxetic. But the auxetic structure contributes to the shear strength and indentation resistance of the beam positively. In addition, there is a possibility that auxetic behaviour may increase the "confinement effect" in the subjected compression elements. The damping behaviour is not investigated due to the constant damping ratios used in dynamic equations. This paper demonstrates that the use of auxetic structures with another material with high rigidity will not be a very high effect, but that auxetic structures can be used alone or with concrete in applications where high shear strength is required. With use of different cell types, materials and sizes, auxetic structures can be put into practice in civil engineering structures.
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